## APEX® Compounding System
### Non-Patch Related Security Updates

| ISSUE: cifs-generic-0005: Weak LAN Manager hashing permitted (NTLMv1 allowed) | ACTION:  
| --- | ---  
| • Configure the policy value for Computer Configuration -> Windows Settings -> Security Settings -> Local Policies -> Security Options -> "Network security: LAN Manager authentication level" to "Send NTLMv2 response only. Refuse LM & NTLM". |
| • Configure the policy value for Computer Configuration >> Windows Settings >> Security Settings >> Local Policies >> Security Options >> "Network security: Minimum session security for NTLM SSP based (including secure RPC) clients" to "Require NTLMv2 session security" and "Require 128-bit encryption" (all options selected). |

Adobe Reader at 20.012.20043
Adobe Flash removal kb4577586 - needed to be pulled from the MS catalog for Windows 1607 x64
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